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 Dhimal refers to both the language and the
community.
 Dhimal or Dhemal (ISO 639-3: dhi)
 Tibeto-Burman language

Introduction

 Dhimal was related to various Trans-Himalayan
branches, including






Tibetan (lexical similarities observed by Hodgson (1880)),
Kukish (Shafer 1974),
Bodo-Koch or Brahmaputran (Grierson 1909; or van Driem 2001)),
Tani (Benedict 1972).
Brahmaputran (Van Driem 2001)

 Dhimalish: Toto (Van Driem 2015), Lhokpu
(Grollmann and Gerbern 2017)
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Fig: Location of Dhimal village as shown by Google Map

Fig 1
Fig 2
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Location & Surrounding
• West Bengal

 Darjeeling district
 Siliguri
 Naxalbari
 Hatighisa, Chengadhari
 Mallabari

Location

 Dhemal village code is 49800
 Source: Census of India 2011
 Not in Language Census
 85 Families/ 459 person (Census of India 2011)
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 Spoken in both the countries, Nepal and India, the
language has developed into two different varieties
mainly due to different linguistic surroundings.

Vitality

 The Indian variety of Dhimal has become endangered as
the Dhimal speakers are shifting towards Bangla, the
major and the official language of West Bengal.
 UNESCO marks Dhimal as a “severely endangered”
language.
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 Surrounding Languages: Bangla, Nepali, Rajbanshi,
Hindi
 Bangla script used in West Bengal.

Dhimal Bhasar Vyakaran
(Grammar of Dhimal Language)
by Garjan Mallick, 2010.
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 The most obvious sociolinguistic factor favoring
borrowing is widespread bilingualism.
 Bilingualism leads to code-switching.

Borrowing
& Change

 Appel & Muysken (2005) state that words of one
language get introduced in another language almost
unconsciously,
 through intensive bilingualism
 cultural influence

 Morpho-syntax is generally more resistant to change
than lexicon or phonology.
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 Lexical borrowing

 Core
 Non-core (culture specific)

Borrowing
& Change
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 Lexically-induced structural change
 Language changes are unpredictable partly because
speakers’ attitudes are unpredictable, but above all
because “there are no linguistic constraints on
interference” (Thomason 2001).
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Language
change in
“healthy” and
in endangered
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 Types of change observable in an endangered
language do not differ from those occurring in other
kinds of contact settings.
 The quantity of change /Frequency
 Speed
 An endangered language may tend to rapidly
become structurally similar to the dominant one
(Aikhenvald 2012).
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Lexical
Borrowing in
Dhimal

 Lexical Borrowing:
 direct loan (pɾɑkɾitik dʰɑɾmo )
 loan-blend (siŋtʰokrɑ)
 Direct loan is when a word is borrowed as it is with
or without minor phonological changes.
 Loan-blend is when one part is the borrowed lexical
item and the other part is the native word.
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Bangla
Words

Lexical
Borrowing in
Dhimal (<IA)

DN: Dhimal of Nepal
L: Lhokpu
T: Toto
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Borrowed in
Dhimal

Meaning

Dhimalish

kɔpɑl

kɑpɑl

forehead

cewa (L)

2

pɑhɑɾ

pɑhɑɾ

hill

kɔŋ (DN)

3
4

ɟəŋgol
hold̪e

ɟəŋgol/ ɟɑɾ
hold̪ia

forest
yellow

di:n (L,T)
jouli (DN)

5

hɑ̃ta

handi

walk

dimli (L,T)

6

maʃi

mausi

7

niʃi

niʃiŋ

Maternal
aunt
night

moisi (T),
ju: (L)
lip, lisuŋ (T,L)

8

to fly
oɾɑ
oɾɑi
gʰɔno-gʰɔno gʰɔnɔŋ-gʰɔnɔŋ frequently

1

9

liŋ (L)
x
11

 Loan-blends in Dhimal are generally endocentric compounds where one word is
from Bangla and the other from Dhimal. It can be witnessed in the following
examples.
 Woodpecker in Dhimal is siŋtʰokrɑ (Bangla: gɑcʰtʰokrɑ)
gɑcʰ (Bangla)
+
Tree
+
siŋ
(Dhimal)
+
Tree
+
So in Dhimal, it is siŋtʰokrɑ

tʰokrɑ (Bangla)
pecker
tʰokrɑ (Bangla)
pecker
(Woodpecker)

 pɑrvɔt̪i-beʒɑ:n (Parvati-Female)
 ʃib- wɑʒɑŋ (Shiv – Male)
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Sentences
with
borrowed
words in
Dhimal

1.

musi-ko
sa
ɟʰɑr-t̪ɑ
Maternal aunt-GEN house
forest-LOC
(My) maternal aunt‘s house is in the forest.

2.

kɑŋ-ko
sa
pɑhɑr-ko
I-GEN
house hill-GEN
My house is on top of the hill.

3.

kiɑ

cɑli-t̪ɑ

hen roof-LOC
Hen is on the roof.
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ihi

rut̪ɑ
top

(Bangla: cal)

AUX
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Sentences
with
borrowed
words in
Dhimal
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4.

kɑ
hɑnɑŋ-kɑ
I
go-1SG.PRS.CON
I am going.

5.

ede
citʰi
lekʰi-ka
this
letter
write- 1SG.PRS.CON
(I) am writting this letter.

Note: /-ka/ is used to derive adj/noun from verb in Dhimalish
(Grollmann and Gerbern 2017)
4: I am a goer (at present).
5. I am a letter-writer (at present).
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6.

Sentences
with
borrowed
words in
Dhimal
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dinɑŋ

lo-kʰe

daily

come-3.HAB

(He/she) comes daily.
7.

um

elkɑ

lɑgi-kʰe

rice

like

feel-3.HAB

(Bangla: lɑgɑ)

(He/she) like rice.
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Categories
Added?

 Aikhenvald and Fernández Garay (1998) state that
simplification of syntactic structure, reduction and
loss of linguistic material, phonetic fluctuations,
and the existence of optional syntax are all
consequences of language obsolescence.
 Aikhenvald notes that “categories absent from the
dominant language are particularly endangered.”
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 Typologically, languages like Kurux (D) and Kharia
(AA) never marked gender distinction by any overt
morphological terminations.

Inter-genetic
Borrowing

 Present languages, however, mark gender distinction
both on nominals and nominal modifiers on the
pattern of the Indo-Aryan languages due to the
contact with IA languages.
 Incorporation of agreement phenomenon which did
not exist earlier in the languages.
(Abbi 2018)
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Inter-genetic
commonality
due to
borrowing
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 Typologically distinct and genetically different
languages, may appear similar to each other due to
contact followed by their restructured grammars.
 Contact-induced restructuring of grammars of
different languages belonging to different families
give birth to areal features (common across
language families of same area).
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 Two strategies that are borrowed from Indo-Aryan
have helped restructure the morphological
component of the languages of Jharkhand.
 These are

Conjunct verb
Borrowing in
AA Languages

 [a] use of infinitive –nɑ and
 [b] use of conjunct verb (a combination of noun
/adjective + verb).

 Though Kharia uses the –nɑ suffix more on borrowed
vocabulary than on the indigenous one, e.g. sɑ:s ɖoɖnɑ ‘to breathe’; betod lɑʔ-nɑ ‘to feel hungry’, khəɽonɑ ‘to cut’ (Abbi 2018).
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 Conjunct verb : Noun + Verb structure

Conjunct verb
construction

 Such structures in Bangla generally take the ‘do‘ /kɔɾ/
verb.
a.

fon kɔɾɑ
Phone do
To call
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Conjunct verb
construction
borrowed in
Dhimal

 The nouns which take the ‘do‘ verb in Bangla when are
borrowed in Dhimal too form the similar construction
(Noun + Verb).
 The construction which I could not find with native
Dhimal words.
 Dhimal : ‘do‘ /pɑ/
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8.

hɑi

pi-kʰe?

(Dhimal)

what do-3.HAB
What (he/she) does?

Conjunct verb
construction

9.

puɟɑ

pi-kʰe

worship

do-3.HAB

(Dhimal)

(He/she) worships.
10.

puɟo

kore

worship

do-3.HAB

(Bangla)

(He/she) worships.
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11.

Comparison
of Conjunct
verb
construction

kɑ
I

gɔlpo
gossip

pɑ-kʰɑ
do-1.HAB

(Dhimal)

(Bangla)

I am gossip.
12.

ami

gɔlpo

kori

I

gossip

do-1.HAB

I am gossip.
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 Borrowing in every word class.

Conclusion

 This pattern is also found in situations of code-mixing
where the root is of one language while the affix used
is of the other language.
 Dhimal is a Tibeto-Burman language but now shares
a huge part of its lexicon with IA family.
 Borrowing in Dhimal is not only replacing the Dhimal
indigenous words but also affecting the inherent
structure of the language.
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